Lighthouses have played a significant role in Australia’s history. Today
we are going to look at some of the many records we hold at the Archives
dealing with the establishment, operation and decommissioning of
lighthouses along the Qld coast. Lighthouses are admired for their
architecture and spectacular coastal locations. We will take a glimpse of
the people who lived and worked in them and the central role these
beacons have played both before and since Federation.
Most of the lighthouse records in our collection were created during the
19th century, although some were created as late as 1968. On 1 July
1915, control of coastal lighthouses was transferred from state and
territory governments to the Commonwealth. The original plans of the
lighthouses were also transferred at this time and this is why they are
now in our collection. On the left is an original lighthouse plan held in the
National Archives collection in Canberra. It is of Green Cape lighthouse
which was designed by James Barnet, Colonial Architect of NSW, in the
late 1880s. It continues to stand today on the very southern edge of
NSW. You can purchase a poster of this image from the Archives shop
online. On the right is the plan for the Cape Cleveland lighthouse keepers
cottages, which is just off Townsville.
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Australia has around 350 lighthouses and many were built
near the locations of shipwrecks. The Macquarie
Lighthouse at South Head in Sydney was Australia’s first
lighthouse, built in 1793. The first lighthouse in
Queensland was constructed at Cape Moreton in 1857,
two years before Queensland separated from NSW.
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In the lead up to Federation in 1901, lighthouses and maritime issues
were vital to the colonies. During the mid-nineteenth century new ports
were being developed along Qld’s north coast, including Mackay in 1860
and Bowen in 1864. To reach these ports ships had to navigate the
dangerous waters inside the Great Barrier Reef. At this time Qld had only
one lighthouse, on Moreton Island, which had been built by the NSW
government in 1857.
By the late 1800s states were anxious to transfer the responsibility and
expense of maintaining lighthouses to the new Commonwealth.
And so after 1901 maritime navigation and safety became a
Commonwealth concern. Progress was slow and in 1909 the government
of Alfred Deakin introduced a bill to establish a lighthouse service to be
funded by a tonnage due on shipping. The legislation was not passed
and two years later in 1911 the bill was reintroduced and this time was
successful. This is the front page of the Lighthouses Act here.
However, it wasn’t until the 1 July 1915 that control of lighthouses was
officially transferred from state and territory governments to the
Commonwealth. As we will see many Qld lighthouses were already built
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by 1915 when the Commonwealth Government took over.
In 1917 the QLD government agreed to transfer 28
lighthouses, 3 lightships and 26 buoys for around 50,000
pounds.
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In 1862 George Heath was appointed Portmaster of Brisbane and was
also a member of the Immigration Board and the Marine Board of which
he became chairman in 1869.
George Heath migrated to Qld in 1859 when he was appointed to the
post of marine surveyor in the new colony of Qld. In his thirty-year
tenure of office in what became the sub-department of harbours,
lighthouses and pilots, Heath was responsible for supervising the
opening of 13 new ports, establishing 33 lighthouses, 6 lightships and
150 small lights and marking 724 km of the inner route through the
Barrier Reef.
In 1864 a select committee appointed by the Queensland Legislative
Assembly recommended that four lighthouses be built: Cape Byron, just
south of the border, Sandy Cape on the northern point of Fraser Island,
Cape Capricorn on Curtis Island and Bustard Head south of Gladstone.
The committee said lighthouses were also desirable at Double Island
Point and Lady Elliott Island. The first lighthouse built by the Qld
government at Bustard Head was completed in 1868.
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The National Archives holds many records relating to the operation of
Australian lighthouses. Dating from the mid 19th century, these include
drawings and plans, logbooks, visitors books and weather reports as
well as central administration records. The drawings of lighthouses are
really quite spectacular to look at, they include plans of the lights, store
rooms, watch houses and residences of the light keepers.
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NAA: A1500, K10614 - Lighthouses and beacons - Grassy Hill lighthouse, Cooktown Queensland
– 1963
NAA: P2175, INSTRUCTIONS TO LIGHTKEEPERS 1 OF 3 - Printed Book - 1 of 3 - Instructions
to Lightkeepers, Commonwealth Lighthouse Service - first issue 18 January 1917 - amendment
dates include 1932, 1941, 1953 and 1954 – READ OUT FIRST!

These are Instructions to Lightkeepers first issued by the Government in
1917.
Instruction 8A: ‘Excessive quantities of intoxicating liquor are not to be
taken to a lightstation by a lightkeeper or other employee or any other
person resident on the station. The Head Lightkeeper must bring under
notice any breach of this instruction and must report immediately any
case in which the efficiency of any ligthkeeper is impaired or the harmony
of the station disturbed by the consumption of intoxicating liquor by any
employee or other person’.
People who worked for the Commonwealth Lighthouse Service referred
to it as working for ‘the lights’. 216 existing lighthouse keepers were
transferred to the Commonwealth service in 1915. Their annual salaries
ranged from 132 pounds for an assistant to 210 pounds for a head
keeper. And they were allowed 24 days annual leave. The service
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excluded women, but through illness or absence of
lighthouse keepers, their wives were known to have acted
as temporary keepers. The lighthouse keeper’s first duty
was to keep the light working but they had to be multiskilled. A lighthouse keeper’s duties included cleaning the
lens, washing down the sea spray, oiling the clockwork
cables and weights to keep the lights turning, reporting on
maritime weather, unloading stores, grass-cutting and
collecting firewood. And there was always the painting.
Australian lighthouse keepers, unlike those in Britain,
brought their families to the lightstations. They lived in a
specifically built cottage on the site. Usually the head
keeper had a separate house and the assistant keepers
had adjoined accommodation. The stations, often in
remote locations, formed tiny, unique communities.
Lighthouse families grew fruit and vegetables, kept goats,
chooks and cows, and caught fish to supplement the
sometimes long-delayed supplies.
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NAA: J3109, 3/245 - Photograph of a map showing the positions of ship wrecks in
Queensland. Ships included are the Lady Bowen, Banshee, Chang Chow, Ranelagh, Panama,
Culgoa, Yongala, Singapore, Stirling Castle, LLewellyn, Cooma, Polmaise, Marloo, Maheno,
Dorrigo and the Centaur [1875-1943]
NAA: J3109, 3/246 - Photograph of a map showing the positions of ship wrecks in
Queensland. Ships included are the Yongala, Singapore, Gothenburg, Coringa Packet,
Porpoise, Cato, Echo, Hester, Doelwyck, Royal Charlotte, Martha Ridgeway, Tynemouth,
Pandora and the Quetta [1976]

Here we have a couple of maps from our collection that have been
stitched together to show some of the major wrecks along the
Queensland coast, including from the Pandora in 1791 to the Centaur
in 1943.
Over 1,800 ships have been wrecked on the Queensland coastline and
there is no doubt that without lighthouses this number would have
been much higher. The lighthouses, which allowed safe passage, were
very important in the development of commerce and communication in
Queensland. Keeping the lights burning to guide and protect ships was
a lighthouse keeper’s main duty. While many keepers helped rescue
people from shipwrecks, this was not their key responsibility.
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NAA: J2775, Q187 - Map Illustrating Lights [Lighthouses] on the Coast
and Harbours of Queensland in 1903
This map would have been created by the Qld State Government,
then transferred around 1915 to the Commonwealth Lighthouse
Branch.
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This is a map which shows us the major lighthouses built along
Queensland’s coast. We will be looking at the records of 11 of them this
morning, starting with Cape Moreton as it was the first built in Qld. We
will look at the lighthouses in chronological order according to when
they were established.
Most of the records I am about to show you are located here in our
Brisbane office. Generally, state offices hold records on the lighthouses
that are located in their state.
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NAA: J2775, HS1001 - Cape Moreton Lighthouse - Section and Elevation - 1854
NAA: J2775, HS142 - Cape Moreton - Lantern and parabolic light apparatus, 1856

The first lighthouse in Qld was built at Cape Moreton on Moreton Island in
1857 – this was two years before we separated from NSW.
The waters in Moreton Bay were notoriously dangerous – in 1847 44 lives
were lost when the steamship Sovereign was wrecked on the South
Passage bar.
On the left is the 1854 plan for the lighthouse. On the right we see the
detail of the lantern and parabolic light apparatus. In 1853 Alexander
Beazely was appointed by the NSW Colonial Architect’s Office as the
First Foreman of Works in NSW and worked on the lighthouse at Cape
Moreton.
The Cape Moreton lighthouse was built from locally obtained sandstone
and was constructed by stonemasons, working with convict labourers. It
was designed by the architect Edmund Blacket, Colonial Architect for
NSW. The original source of light for this lighthouse was an oil wick. This
was converted to pressurized acetylene gas in 1930, then to 240 volt
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electricity in 1937 and finally, to solar power in 1993. The
lighthouse structure has survived to the present day and
remains active.
The Australian lighthouse design comes from the classic
British lighthouse – a tall tapered building built to resist
wind and wave actions. Lighthouses have been made
from such varied materials as corrugated iron, double
brick, stone and reinforced concrete. The distance the
light travels depends on its design and the fuel that
powers the light. At various times lighthouses have been
powered by whale oil, cola oil, kerosene, acetylene,
electricity and solar power. From the mid-nineteenth
century the Chance Brothers of Birmingham, England,
provided much of the optical equipment in Australian
lighthouses. Australian lighthouses were mostly made of
prefabricated cast iron and shipped in numbered crates to
Australia. They were able to supply a whole prefabricated
lighthouse and assemble it on a chosen site.
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NAA: J317, Q1986/608 - Australian Maritime Safety Authority - Acts and regulations - Marine
surveys wrecks and salvage - "Saint Paul" wrecked off Cape Moreton [Articles from the Brisbane
Courier].
Lighthouse log starts 1959.

Around midnight on 27th March 1914 a steamer called the Saint Paul
was wrecked off Cape Moreton. The lighthouse keeper sighted the vessel
about nine miles off Cape Moreton repeatedly changing course and
coming dangerously close to Smith's Rock. ‘The man on watch, under the
impression that the vessel was coming in too near to Smith’s Rock,
communicated with those on board by Morse light, asking her name and
whether she wanted a pilot.’ However, before the pilot reached the
vessel the Saint Paul struck an unknown pinnacle near Smith's Rock and
sunk in approximately four minutes. The pilot steamer 'Llewellyn'
recovered 11 survivors and a further eighteen people were drowned.
Prior to this wrecking event the Waipara and the Aarhus had been
wrecked on Smith’s Rock. For years the shipping community had
endeavoured to get a light placed on the rock, but without avail.
There were many newspaper articles written on the disaster. The article
on the left tells the story of the ship striking rocks and of the rescue
operation. It also describes the communication of messages by the
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lighthouse keeper. ‘At 2:20am this morning
Superintendent George Byrne of the Cape Moreton
Lighthouse communicated with the Llewellyn, asking if
any more lives had been saved. The answer was ‘no’ and
it was added that the survivors were doing well.’
The article with the heading ‘The Question of Lights’ on
the right provides information on the recommendations of
Commander Brewis. Brewis was a retired naval surveyor
who was commissioned by the Commonwealth
government to report on the condition of existing lights
and to recommend any additional ones. ‘In his report on
the lighting of Australia Commander Brewis recommended
that both sets of lights at Cape Moreton were of
insufficient power and advised that they should be
replaced by more powerful ones.’
I found these articles on a correspondence file created by
the Deputy Director of Lighthouses and Navigation. You
will not find a record on all shipwrecks in the Archives,
records were only created if there was a need by the
Government to do so.
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NAA: BP283/1, CAPE MORETON - Cape Moreton Lightstation – Monthly report of watches kept
and duties performed, 1953-71
NAA: BP306/8, VOLUME 1-3 - Cape Moreton Lighthouse Station log books [1959-66]
NAA: A10182, CN 01 001 - Cape Moreton - Tower, masonary, 60ft - Alterations for new lantern
and optic - New platform and stairway landing (Tower increased in height with new lantern and
lens 1930, light converted to electric 27/8/37)

This is a page taken from the log book of the Cape Moreton lighthouse
for a week in June 1960. One of the things that lighthouse keepers
recorded was their daily tasks. This log book records the date, the wind
direction and speed, the weather and then lists what duties were carried
out by the lighthouse keeper. It looks like during this week the lighthouse
keeper was busy with tasks such as engine room duties, painting
cottages and undertaking a stores trip. Unfortunately our log books don’t
start until the 1930s and for some lighthouses not until the 1950s.
The 1929 plan on the left, depicts the alterations for a new lantern and a
new platform and stairway landing at Cape Moreton. In 1930 the tower
increased in height when this new lantern and lens were added.
By looking at all the different types of records you can trace the history of
a lighthouse from when it was built right up to it’s closure.
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NAA: A387, 33 - BEITZ, AUGUST JOHN : Assistant Lighthouse Keeper,
Cape Moreton, Queensland : Declared at Southport 27 Aug 1918
During WWI all enemy aliens had to report to the Government, including
those working for the Commonwealth. These records consist of
statements made by alleged enemy subjects in 1917-1919 employed by
the Commonwealth Government. They were created to record the
personal histories of suspected enemy aliens within the Public Service,
and the individuals under investigation were often of German parentage
and in many cases naturalised citizens.
This is the document of evidence for August John Beitz, the assistant
lighthouse keeper at Cape Moreton. You can see from this record that
he was actually born in Qld, however his parents were born in Germany
which is why he was recorded. It says he has four Australian-born
brothers and one of his nephews was killed in Belgium. ‘My sympathies
are with the British Empire’.
Some lighthouse keepers who were enemy aliens were suspended from
duty for the duration of the war.
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Image: John Oxley Library, SLQ
Lighthouse keeper, Thomas Rooksby in front of the lighthouse and the
original cottages at Bustard Head, 1902
The next lighthouse built in Qld was at Bustard Head, just east of
Gladstone. I was going to save this one till the end because it has so
many stories but because I’m such a stickler for order I had to do it next.
Built in 1868, it is the second-oldest lightstation in Qld, following Cape
Moreton Lighthouse and the first to be built in Qld after its formation in
1859.
We’ll be looking at this lighthouse in some detail because it really has
had a checkered history. There is a great book – Lighthouse of Tragedy
written by ex lighthouse keeper Stuart Buchanan which goes into this in
detail and from which I have got a lot of the background information.
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In 1770 Captain Cook, accompanied by Banks and Solander, went
ashore with a party of men where they followed the creek into a large
lagoon now known as Round Hill Creek. They found fresh water and
as well as collecting a number of species of flora they found their
next meal.
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NAA: J2775, C113 - Bustard Head - Map Showing Position of
Lighthouse - 1938
Here is a 1938 map which shows the location of each of the buildings.
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These are two plans created in 1865 detailing the internal staircase
on the left and the external staircase on the right at Bustard Head.
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This is an 1867 drawing of the buildings surrounding the lighthouse at
Bustard Head.
A disaster occurred in 1932 when fire destroyed cottage number two
and three at Bustard Head, shown in this drawing here. Everything
was lost in the fire except for the sewing machine which had been on
the front veranda. The two assitant keepers and their families had lost
everything and were forced to all share the one remaining cottage for
a couple of days until they were evacuated to Gladstone. The keepers
wrote to the department claiming compensation, but were refused and
shortly after a memo was issued saying that the keepers were
responsible for insuring their own belongings. The Commonwealth
could not afford to replace the two cottages that were burnt down for
several years.
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9 May 1932 – Maryborough Chronicle.
Image: SLQ - Bustard Head Lighthouse and cottages, 1934 – 2 years
after fire.
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NAA: J2774, W6812 - Bustard Head Light Station - New Quarters No.
2 - 1939
Unfortunately the cottages had not been insured by the Department
either and so for the next three years Bustard Head was a ‘bachelor
station’ with the three light keepers sharing the last remaining cottage.
The construction for the new cottages began in 1935.
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At the same time that the cottages were being built there were
changes made to the lighthouse – the external staircase was
removed.
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NAA: J2775, HS138 - Bustard Head - Details of addition to cottages and school building – 1885
NAA: J2775, HS137 - Bustard Head - Details of addition to cottages – 1879

Here we have a couple of plans which show us what the cottages and
the school house looked like.
For years before 1915 many keepers and their families had lived in
unsuitable accommodation, because the States, anticipating the
Commonwealth take-over, were reluctant to spend money on
improvements to living quarters. Then when the Commonwealth did
assume control, wartime priorities precluded this type of expenditure.
A school was opened at the Bustard Head lighthouse in 1882 with 10
children and 1 teacher. After 35 years the school closed in 1917, it had
had 19 teachers over that time.
The first teacher was William Jackson who was paid £50 per year with
£10 of that coming from the children’s parents. By the end of the first
year the number of children had risen to 13. Unfortunately two years
later Jackson retired due to ill health – a decision that appears to have
been regretted by all. The next teacher was a Mrs Margaret Kenny who
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resigned within the month saying that she had difficulty
controlling the children and she believed that the parents
should pay £15 not £10. The parents asked her to
reconsider which she did, however I couldn’t find out if
she did so because they agreed to pay her the extra.
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Image: John Oxley Library, SLQ, undated
This is the first lighthouse keeper on Bustard Heads, Thomas Rooksby,
who is standing here beside the time-measurer he invented. He had an
interest in celestial-navigation and this led him to invent this instrument
which accurately measured time by the movement of the stars from east
to west.
At 37 years old, Thomas Rooksby was appointed as the first head
lighthouse keeper at Bustard Head and was in the position until he was
71 years old. So he was in the position for 34 years. He and his wife
Annie had no children but the other assistant keepers James Phillips
and Nils Gibson did have families.
James and Kate Phillips had four children and unfortunately their sevenweek old son Henry died of “constitutional weakness” in 1879 and was
buried in the first recorded grave in what was to become the Bustard
Head Cemetery. Nils and Kate Gibson had four daughters. These large
families created some difficulties, as the two assistant keepers and their
families were each living in one bedroom cottages.
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NAA: J2775, HS134 - Bustard Head - Details of lighthouse general
arrangement – 1865
Over the 118 years that the lighthouse was manned a number of
tragedies occurred for those living on the station. The Bustard Head
cemetery contains the bodies of many of those who lost their lives at
this lighthouse.
Its first victim was a workman, who suffered a blow to his head during
the lighthouse’s construction and died the next day.
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The next tragedy occurred in 1887. Kate Gibson, the 49 year old wife
of lighthouse keeper Nils Gibson, went for a walk and disappeared.
When after some hours she hadn’t returned her daughters set out to
look for her and it was 19 year old Annie who made the gruesome
discovery of her mother lying with an arm across her chest and a
gaping wound in her neck.
Nils, who had been away from home on an overnight trip and had
joined the search upon his return soon realised that one of his razors
was missing and some days later it was found under a tree root,
covered in blood, close to where the body had been found.
Kate’s death was ruled a suicide and she was buried in the cemetery
on Bustard Heads. Nils was 59 when his wife died, and had been at
Bustard Head for 15 years.
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Almost two years after Kate’s death, Nils, his 20-year-old daughter Mary,
assistant keeper John Wilkinson, his wife Elizabeth and a telegraph
repairman named Alfred Power from Miriam Vale set off from Bustard
Head on a sailboat, taking the telegraph official on his way home. They
didn’t make it far.

When the boat was about 450m clear of the shore Nils gave the order to
John Wilkinson to tack so that they could get into smoother water. He
succeeded after two attempts, but in doing so the boat began to tilt over.
The passengers began to panic and some stood up causing the boat to
capsize and throwing everyone into the water.
Although there were valiant attempts by both Nils and John Wilkinson to
save the lives of their loved ones they were unsuccessful. Nils had made
it to shore and Wilkinson had managed to clamber on the upturned boat
and had grabbed hold of his wife managing to hang on to the shoulder of
her dress and hair – he kept her afloat for an hour – the time it took for
the boat to be washed to shore. However by the time he and Nils
dragged her to dry land she was unconscious and was unable to be
revived. Elizabeth Wilkinson was only 39 years old and had been living at
the lightstation for a short period of time when she died leaving four
young children.

Elizabeth, Alfred the repairman and Nil’s daughter Mary all drowned. Nils
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searched high and low but he never found his daughter’s
body. In those days the women would have been wearing
very heavy clothes which would have made it extremely
difficult to swim, if they even could swim. When this
incident occurred the head keeper, Rooksby, was on
leave. He had made a rule that no more than one woman
was allowed in a boat at one time, and this rule was
obviously broken on this occasion.
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The headkeeper, Superintendent Rooksby and his wife were in
Brisbane on leave and during his absence Nils Gibson was in charge.
This report seems to indicate that if Rooksby had been at the
lightstation he would not have allowed the two women to go in the boat
with the men. Whether his criticism was justified or not it was
something that Nils Gibson had to live with for the rest of his life.
The deaths of Kate and Mary affected Nils very much and six years
later Nils became ill. He died in 1896 from cirrhosis of the liver and he
too was buried at Bustard Head.
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Two months after the death of Nils, the wife of assistant lightkeeper
Ernest Waye whose name was Paulina gave birth to a little girl they
named Milly.
When she was 20 months old she was accidentally scalded by boiling
water and because they were so far from any help she survived in
excruciating pain for nine hours before succumbing to her injuries. She
too was laid to rest in the cemetery.
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In 1906 Frederick Anderson arrived at Bustard Head as head
lighthkeeper – over time he and his wife lost 6 of their children.
When one of their daughters, Edith, turned 16 she went to work as a
domestic servant at a cattle property, known as Turkey station. Here
she became involved with another employee George Daniels. Daniels
was of Kanaka/Chinese descent and so at that time it was not
appropriate for Edith to mix with him. A year later Edith ended her
association with Daniels and returned to Bustard Head – a man
named Arthur Cogzell from a nearby station, who was fond of Edith,
escorted her on horse back to Bustard Head. George Daniels followed
them and shot Arthur, who bled to death, then he apparently left with
Edith. Arthur could still talk when he was found and told police where
the other two went. There had been lots of rain at the time and the
trackers could not follow the horse trail. They later found the horse,
but Daniels and Edith were never found, even after an extensive 10
month search.
Edith is seen here standing behind her Father (with the cap on). This
is taken in 1908 when there were 17 children living at the station.
Sister Ethel is sitting at the left hand side on the second row.
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Afterwards the Qld government offered a 500 pound reward for
information on George Daniels.
The 10 month search for George and Edith was the most expensive
undertaken until that date. There was no further word for either of
them and in December the search was abandoned.
Things did not get any better for the Anderson family – just a few
weeks after Edith disappeared her 21 year old sister Ethel died after
suffering an epileptic fit and she was buried near her baby sister Mary
at Bustard head.
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NAA: J1135, 1 - Bustard Head Lightstation logs – 1970-74

Moving forward many years now - on the 31st March 1972 just as the
Brisbane to Gladstone yacht race was heading up the coast word
arrived about the imminent arrival of Cyclone Emily.
Many of the competitors withdrew, but some were past the point of no
return and deemed it safer to continue rather than attempt to turn
back. The four man crew of the Istria disappeared and were lost. The
yacht Australian Maid foundered just off Bustard Head, with five men
being washed overboard. Two men were washed ashore and knowing
that the lighthouse was nearby scrambled through the scrub to get
there. The third surviving crewmember was found by one of the
lightkeepers some time later.
Here is the lightstation weather log which shows the events of that
day.
Sat April 1st – Lookout kept from 10:30 for yachts in the BrisbaneGladstone race. Very bad weather. Stowing and securing gear ect
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against Cyclone Emily.
Sun April 2nd – midnight weather done by R Daries. Yacht
Australian Maid survivors (2) reached station 12:00. Office
and police informed and search instituted. Main light
exhibited all day and lookout kept. Assistance given to
survivors to reach their overturned trimaran and 1 body
found – 1 missing still.
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A few of months after Cyclone Emily had passed through a couple of
Inspectors arrived from Harbours and Marine to undertake a routine
inspection. They were mainly interested in the activities of crabbers
who lived in the shacks around the local creeks.
The two men were seen on the morning of June 22nd as they set off
from near the lighthouse in their dinghy and nothing more was heard.
Some time later a group of men out night fishing found an oar and a
green felt hat. The police were eventually notified and a search took
place with the lightkeepers being asked to keep a watch for the two
men.
The next day the search party found a boot, with the laces still done
up, a pair of shorts and a notebook. Further along some other
clothing was found – all badly damaged, these were identified as
belonging to the inspectors. A school of 30-40 sharks were seen
offshore and it was believed that this had been the fate of the two
men.
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In November 1978 word was sent to the Bustard Head lightkeepers
that the pilot of a commercial plane had seen an aircraft crashed on
the beach just south of the lighthouse. The head lightkeeper went to
investigate and found a Cessna flipped on its back.
The pilot was slightly injured and helicoptered to hospital after saying
that he had seen a 10m launch stranded on the beach nearby and
had attempted to land to get salvage rights. When he tried landing
the wheels hit soft sand and he flipped over.
An attempt was made to right the plane with the aid of a helicopter,
but this was unsuccessful and a couple of weeks later, after some
repairs, the pilot floated his plane to the mainland on a raft of
dinghies.
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SLQ: The whim used for pulling materials to the lighthouse, c. 1903
NAA: J2775, HS112 - Sandy Cape Lighthouse - Details of External Staircase - 1865

The next lighthouse built two years after Bustard Head was at Sandy
Cape, on the northern point of Fraser Island.
The plan on the right is one of many we have showing almost every
aspect of the building – the drawing is dated 1865, but the building
wasn’t completed until 1870 because in 1866 there was a financial
crash in Qld. George Heath, chairman of the Qld Maritime Board at that
time, was so pleased with the result that he said “Breaksea Spit, which
had become the greatest danger on the eastern coast of Australia had
become, in ordinary weather, easier to round by night than by day”.
Sandy Cape was one of only two lighthouses constructed using bolted
prefabricated segments of cast iron – the other being Bustard Heads.
The government sent agents to England to procure two complete kit
form lighthouses. The materials were brought from both Brisbane and
Sydney by ship and unloaded onto barges. From there it was pulled on
trolleys by horses for 1.2 kilometres on wooden rails up a serious
incline. A horse powered whim then came into play and was used to
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complete the journey. This trolley way was maintained
until 1927. We can see it in the photo on the left.
The Sandy Cape lighthouse is important as it was the
tallest lighthouse built in Qld’s history (26m). The
lighthouse has five floors all connected by an internal
staircase.
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Sandy Cape Light and Keepers Cottages c. 1880 - Peter Braid (Wikimedia)

Accommodation was built for the head light keeper and three assistant
keepers and their families. The keepers' cottages at Sandy Cape were
replaced in 1935 with the two existing timber framed, fibro clad
residences. The original cottages were built of weather board and iron
roofs.
Lighthouse children had a unique but isolated life. Narelle Friebe,
daughter of a lighthouse keeper on Montague Island in the 1960s,
wrote:
Our school days were Sunday to Thursday with correspondence
lessons and the odd radio program. The rest of our days were spent
exploring, fishing, bird and seal watching and collecting shells.
One major improvement with the Commonwealth take-over was
education for the children of keepers. Previously children on isolated
stations had mainly received schooling from the parents only. When the
Commonwealth took over in 1915, 220 children were living at
lightstations and 85 were not receiving public education. By 1917 this
number had been reduced to 30. Later many children went to boarding34

school, with the government meeting the costs involved.
As with many of the more remote Qld lights a school
mistress was supplied and billeted with one of the families
at Sandy Cape. One source I read said that Sandy Cape
had a much loved school teacher in the 1880s – Selina
Lovell – who was there for about 16 years and she even
described and named a few plants and a couple of sea
monsters!
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NAA: A9568, 3/10/2 - [Copy of] Sandy Cape Lighthouse: General
Arrangement – 1865
The Sandy Cape lighthouse is a heritage listed building and is now
powered from solar panels.
The lighthouse was automated in April 1991 and de-staffed in June
1994.
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NAA: A649, 224/603/511 - Sandy Cape Queensland - RAAF Radar
Station, 1942-45
During WWII the Sandy Cape station was also home to the RAAF No.
25 Radar Station with 30 men who were based in huts in the valley. The
bunkers still remain today as a visitor attraction. During this period the
keepers and their families remained at the station.
Here are the ‘secret’ memos outlining the costs of setting up the RAAF
base. ‘Personnel at the establishment will number 46’. ‘The Department
of Air has classified the proposal as essential for war operational
requirements.’
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Photo: 1948, Wynyard, Tasmania.
Cape Cleveland log book, week starting 23rd February 1942. Lightkeeper digging a trench for
an air raid shelter documented over a few days.
NAA: BP306/5, VOLUME 3 - Booby Island - Lighthouse Station Log Book, 1940-43

Just before the outbreak of war in 1939, a plan was prepared for
extinguishing coastal lights in a national emergency. From 1941, lights
could be extinguished or relit as the navy required. Keepers were kept
busy sending and receiving messages by flags and morse lights to
passing ships. Some lightstations were categorised as a defence
watching station. And some keepers were joined by military personnel,
who operated radar stations and also guarded against any attempt to
interfere with the lights. The wives and children of lightkeepers on
Booby and Goods Islands to the north of Qld were evacuated and both
lights extinguished on the 16th December 1941. At other stations
evacuation was voluntary.
In 1941, despite wartime difficulties, the Commonwealth was still
attempting to improve existing lights and to complete the coastal
lighting system. At that time it controlled 57 manned lighthouses and
118 automatic lights and lightships. In the post war period the
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lighthouse service suffered serious shortages of money,
equipment and staff, and activities were largely restricted
to maintaining existing lights and quarters.
The extension of powerlines throughout the country
facilitated the changeover to electricity in the post war
period, while those coastal stations still too far from State
grids and stations on islands were provided with
generators driven by diesel engines. The changeover to
electricity was gradual, however. The lighthouse on Pine
Islet off Mackay was only converted from kerosene to
electric in 1985.
‘Digging trench for air raid shelter’.
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NAA: J2775, HS152 - Lady Elliot Island Tower [Light house], 1874

The next lighthouse we will look at is on Lady Elliot Island, built in 1873.
The lighthouse is located on the southern-most coral cay of the Great
Barrier Reef, north-east of Bundaberg. It was the third lighthouse
erected in Qld after its formation in 1859 and it is this lighthouse that set
the style that came to characterise colonial lighthouses in Qld. Unlike
previous lighthouses using bolted segments of cast iron, the first of
which were Sandy Cape and Bustard Head, the tower used wrought
iron plates mounted on a timber frame which supplied the structural
strength, where the iron plates act as cladding. This was a cheaper
method of construction, and future lighthouses built in Qld
predominantly used this method. The iron cladding was prefabricated in
England and shipped to the island in pieces, together with the imported
lens, lantern and operating apparatus. The timber framing was
prefabricated in Brisbane and shipped to the site.
Once the Commonwealth took control of lighthouses in 1915, the
distinctive Queensland lighthouse was no longer, replaced instead by a
reinforced concrete or steel lattice tower.
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NAA: J2775, HS151 - Lady Elliot Island - Cowan Cowan, 1874
The hardships of living on a lighthouse on such a remote island, and at
sea, are brought home to us by the two headstones enclosed by a low
white picket fence on Lady Elliot.
One is of the 30-year-old daughter of the first Lady Elliot lightkeeper.
This young woman was born on the island and lived most of her life
there. She contracted pneumonia and despite desperate efforts by her
parents, (stores ships at that time only called once every four months)
she died in 1896.
The other is that of a turn-of-the-century wife of a ship's captain who
died at sea, but had earlier made her husband promise to bury her on
terra firma (Lady Elliot Island being the nearest landfall).
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NAA: BP306/12, VOLUME 3 - Log of Lady Elliott Island lighthouse station –
July 1942
NAA: J452, Collector of Customs file – SS Dolphin – Loss off the
Queensland coast 26 July 1942
Sunday 26th July – the lightkeeper spotted an American steamer in
distress. ‘A small steamer tug type about 200 tons flying the American
flag sought shelter on north east end of Lady Elliott Island. Anchored at
approximately 6:40am, at 7:15 drifting and in distress. Observed 6 men
aboard. 8:20am unable to observe anything more, disappeared from
where last seen at 8:08am’.
‘Captain Paulsen said that the lightkeeper at Lady Elliot Island signalled
him by flags and he anchored off the island and sent a boat ashore which
returned with Captain Buenaflor and the other five survivors of the
Dolphin at 6pm on 26/7/42.’
Searches over the following days were fruitless.
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Log of Lady Elliott Island lighthouse station – August 1950
Monday 21st August – ‘The 32 foot ketch Maymo was anchored off
Lady Elliott Island for the night’. During the night the anchor rope was
cut through by the coral and the Maymo was washed aground at
4am. It says the lightkeeper tried to refloat the ship but it was washed
ashore.
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In 1982 the lighthouse was automated. However, the station remained
staffed due to the importance of the weather station. The final light
keepers left in October 1988.
The original lighthouse was deactivated in 1995 and the light was
replaced by a modern skeletal tower standing close to the original
lighthouse.
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NAA: A9568, 3/7/1 - Lighthouse North Reef: Elevation and Section –
1876
The lighthouse at North Reef, about 100 kilometres offshore from
Gladstone was probably the most difficult to construct, with building
completed by 1878. The lighthouse was set on a small sandbank on a
coral reef which would disappear and reappear according to the tides.
It was anchored to a solid coral reef bed with a hollow base of cast
concrete thus giving it resistance to the shifting nature of the sand bar.
Both the tower and the quarters were built from timber covered in
galvanised iron. The lighthouse stood on a hollow base that served as
a tank and was designed to gather water from the roof of the quarters.
The drawing on the left from 1876 shows that the base was filled
partly with water and partly with sand. Quite innovative.
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NAA: A9568, 3/7/2 - Lighthouse, North Reef - Floor plans - 1876
This is a cross section plan of the building showing the living
quarters.
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NAA: A9568, 3/7/2 - Lighthouse, North Reef - Floor plans - 1876
And here I have enlarged the living section which shows that the
lightkeepers quarters are arranged around the base of the
lighthouse.
Because the keepers lived in cramped quarters in the base of the
tower and due to the isolation only single men were allowed to go to
North Reef as keepers.
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This poem is carved on a whale bone near the entrance to the
lighthouse and is believed to be the work of Jack Mitchell who was a
keeper there around 1949.
This photo was taken around 1962 and the two men are Des Walsh
and Pat Breslin.
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NAA: A1200, L11611 - Lighthouses and beacons - North Reef
Lighthouse, Queensland - Lighthouse keeper, 1949
It’s interesting to note that the coral reef has stabilised over time and
is now a small sand island.
The light was converted to electric operation in 1977, after which is
was demanned in 1978. The light was converted to solar energy in
1987.
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NAA: J2775, HS121 - Low Island Lighthouse - 1874
Image: queenslandplaces.com.au

The Low Isles are two small coral cays 13 kms from Port Douglas.
Constructed in 1878, the Low Islets light station was the first light
station built in north Qld and its location inside the Great Barrier Reef
represented the first attempt to address the dangers to shipping
approaching newly established ports from the north, including places
like Cairns and Port Douglas. These areas had developed significantly
in the 1870s as a result of the discovery of gold.
The 18 metre tower was constructed on a timber frame with a
galvanised sheath in the typical Qld fashion, however Low Isles was
the first to have porthole windows (which as you can see are different
from the original plans).
The original oil burners were converted to vapourised kerosene in
1923, upgraded in 1963 to electric operation. The solar conversion and
installation of a 16 nautical miles self-contained beacon was made in
1993, when the station became demanned.
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On March 12th 1934 a cyclone destroyed the outbuildings
on the island. 79 lives were lost at sea in the area up to
Cooktown. Our logs start at 1935!
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Image: Douglas Shire Historical Society
Provisions and mail were brought to the island every two weeks, if they
were lucky, by launch from Mossman or Port Douglas. Access for
supplies was through a beach landing point on the south-west corner
of the island with a designated path for amphibious landing vehicles.
On the western side of the island is an unidentified grave. The
headstone and grave have been partially reconstructed in recent
times.
Three keepers manned Low Isles, the head keeper and two assistant
keepers – we can see some of them in the photos here.
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NAA: A387, 135 - EDLUNDH, CARL BERNHARD WALDEMAR : Head Lightkeeper, Low Isles,
Queensland : Declared at Low Isles 5 Mar 1919
Image: sunshinecoastplaces.com.au

In our records we found a file for Carl Edlundh who was the head
lightkeeper on Low Isles. This record comes from the same series we
looked at earlier documenting enemy subjects in the public service.
Swedish-born Carl Bernard Waldemar Edlundh was a seafarer who
had started to travel the world in tall ships in 1869 and arrived in Qld in
1881. Carl married Dorothea Mehrens, who was born in 1867 in
Indooroopilly. They had 9 children.
By the time this was signed in 1919 Carl had been a public servant for
nearly 37 years, he was 61 years old.
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NAA: A6247, B31 - Lighthouses and Beacons - Dent Island, Queensland, 1917
NAA: J2775, HS154 - Dent Island Tower – Structure, 1878

Dent Lighthouse in the Whitsundays was constructed in 1879 and was
also built in response to the dramatic expansion of regular coastal
shipping along the inner route of the Great Barrier Reef. From its
inception, the lighthouse was closely connected to Cape Cleveland
Light, just off Townsville. Both lighthouses were recommended,
approved and constructed together in December 1879.
This lighthouse was also imported as a prefabricated kit using
components from the United Kingdom. The lightstation complex which
consists of the tower, houses, store shed, engine room and combined
workshop/radio room, are significant as a complete intact example of
a lightstation complex in Qld.
Solar conversion took place in 1981, it was demanned in 1987 and the
lighthouse remains active today.
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NAA: BP57/40, 3/19/1 - Information for cyclone case histories,
Queensland - Cyclone 1899 - includes a report from the
Superintendent from Dent Island Lighthouse; also includes various
charts showing the Principal Stations reporting daily to the Chief
Weather Bureau – 1899
9:30am – a boat arrived with stores and a relief assistant keeper. The
boat took the furniture of the assistant keeper who was being
transferred elsewhere. Very wet and rough landing.
4:30pm – weather very threatening
11:40pm – wind increased to a gale, blowing a hurricane with heavy
rain. All the stores landed still remained in the boatshed.
2am – tried to get to boatshed, could not, sea sweeping right through,
at daylight the sea was terrible, solid masses of water being hurled
higher than the balcony of the lighthouse. Boatshed and all stores
swept away. I will send a letter to Harbour Master as soon as
possible. Light bright and clear, clock kept good time.
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NAA: A9568, 3/15/1 - 3rd order Lighthouse Tower - Double Island Point

It soon became clear that with the increase in marine traffic near
Fraser Island another lighthouse was necessary and with that Double
Island Point was chosen as the spot. The lighthouse has been
operating since its completion in 1884.
The Double Island Point Lighthouse is constructed of metal cladding on
a timber frame as is typical of many Qld lighthouses. Apart from the
cheaper cost, the design had two other benefits. It made it easier to
build on some of the sandier islands where it was hard to establish
foundations for the heavier masonry towers. And, it solved the problem
of finding suitable stone.
In 1992 the light was converted to solar power and demanned.
During this period the 3 original cottages were replaced by 2 new ones
further down the hill.
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NAA: J2874, VOLUME 1 - Double Island Point lightstation visitors book, 1977-84

Visitor’s book – on the left it shows a visit from the media in 1983,
Channel 9.

On the right it shows relief lightkeepers staying for 3 weeks while
the lighthouse keepers take leave.
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NAA: J452, Q1959/516 - MV NATONE- Wrecked 6 miles West of
Double Island Point Lighthouse - 1959
On the 25th of January 1959 the ship Natone with a crew of 18 sent
out an urgent SOS signal that she was in difficulties in mountainous
seas near Double Island Point.
The ship was a veteran of six Antarctic expeditions having been used
by Sir Douglas Mawson.
There is talk in this article that the Double Island Lighthouse Keeper,
Mr Tuddenham might try to save the ship’s three cats, Pinky, Darky
and Blacknose who had been left in the bosun’s store.
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NAA: BP306/10, VOLUME 9 - Double Island Point Lighthouse
Station log books, 1957-60
Saturday 24th
Started the day with sanitation duties.
MV Natone wrecked 10:30pm on Mudlo Rocks. Message from
searching vessel reads ‘she appears to be ashore in difficulties, we
are proceeding on our way’. Lighthouse keeper Ross and self went
to offer help etc, left station 11:30pm, returned 3:15am the next day.
Sunday 25th
Routine duties
Proceeded to wreck with food and clothing for survivors (2 trips).
New battery received for jeep.
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The crew got to shore on hatch covers, but were unable to take the
ship’s logs and papers as they left.
A later article said that five fishermen actually made it to the boat,
retrieved the ship’s log and papers and found only one cat, Blacknose,
which was rescued.
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NAA: A9568, 3/8/2 - Pine Islet, Queensland - Lighthouse Tower
[Commonwealth Lighthouse Service (CLS)] - 1915
Pine Islet, south-east of Mackay holds special importance as it was
the last kerosene powered lighthouse in Australia. Established in
1885, it is one of the eight typical Qld iron clad prefabricated
hardwood towers of the late nineteenth century. The station received
electricity in 1950, but the light remained kerosene operated until it
was decommissioned in 1985, 100 years after being built.
Ghost story:
In 1895 one of the keepers wives died of cancer and was buried on
the island. When the new cottages were built in 1927 the grave site
was relocated by 30 metres to make way for the new cottage. The
new residents of the new cottage would report answering knocking on
the door but no-one there. Another resident told of hearing footsteps
entering the house and going into the lounge. It is believed the lounge
is over the grave site and the ghost was attempting to return to her
original grave.
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Every change on a lightstation had to go through the Lighthouse
Service central administration first.
This 1955 memo written to the head lightkeeper at Pine Islet seems
to be a warning about brewing home brew on the station.
“Brewing of alcoholic beverages – During the course of the enquiry
into the Burton-Mills incident, it was revealed that what is termed
‘Home brew’ was being manufactured on your station. It is advised
that the brewing of any beverages exceeding the permissable
alcoholic content as laid down by the Customs legislation is an
indictable offence, and therefore must cease forthwith. Any
contravention of this instruction will be regarded seriously”.
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On completion of the dismantling in 1986, the work crew inscribed on
the cement base:
Pine Islet Lighthouse
Built 18/07/1885
Dismantled 12/11/1986
‘REST IN PIECES’
After much lobbying by locals the lighthouse was reassembled on a
new site at the Port of Mackay and the restoration was completed by
1995. It is now fully restored and in working order and is the last fully
functional kerosene lighthouse in the world.
The current lighthouse at Pine Islet is a fiberglass tower with a solar
powered lamp.
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NAA: A1500, K22045 - Historical - Ships Names in post office cave on Booby Island, Mail left
and collected here by ships in 1835 – 1878 [1969]
NAA: J2669, 189 - Lighthouse and No. 2 Quarters, Booby Island, 1957-63
NAA: J2669, 190 - Postman's Cave, Booby Island, lighthouse on the right, 1957-63

Last lighthouse - Booby Island, located about 50 km west northwest of
Cape York, marks the western entrance to the difficult navigation
channel through the Torres Strait. The lighthouse, which was built in
1890, is located at the highest point of the island.
Booby Island had been so infamous as a dangerous shipwreck location
in the nineteenth century that sailors had a tradition of leaving goods in
the caves for others who might end up wrecked there. It was proposed
that a form of post office operate in the caves and a logbook with
writing materials was also placed there. Passing ships made entries in
the log and passed on information about the ships that had passed.
Mail was also dropped off to await a vessel passing in the opposite
direction for eventual delivery. Both the original logbook placed there in
1835 by Captain Hobson, and the replacement log in 1857 had
disappeared by the 1880s. A sad loss indeed when one considers the
great wealth of irreplaceable historical information gone forever.
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As we can see here these caves have the names of ships
on the walls. The oldest decipherable name is the HMS
Salamander from November 1865.
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I was very lucky recently – we had a new client come into the reading
room looking for records on her father as he was a lighthouse keeper. I
told the client, whose name was Judy, about my upcoming seminar
and then proceeded to ask her a million questions about what it was
like growing up at lighthouses, as she lived on both Booby Island and
Dent Island.
Her father Ivan Thomas ROSS started in the lighthouse service in
1951 when he was 21 years old. He was a lighthouse keeper at
Bustard Head, Cape Capricorn, North Reef, Booby and Dent Islands.
North Reef was the lighthouse where families could not live and Judy
says this is why there was a 4 year age gap between herself and her
brother! While Judy was growing up she lived with her family on Booby
Island, then on Dent Island. We looked at his personnel cards and also
the log books for the lighthouses he worked on.
Judy’s family was living on Booby Island when she was born and her
mother left on a boat to stay with the engineers family on Thursday
Island to await her daughters birth. She didn’t want to disturb the
engineer and his wife to take her to the hospital so she had the baby
by herself at the house – apparently everyone was too busy
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celebrating the coronation of the Queen which had
happened the day before (2 June 1953). Five hours after
giving birth the boat operator stopped by to see if she
wanted to go home and so off she went back to Booby
Island. Judy said her mum was very tough.
Judy said life was very busy and everything was made
from scratch. Her mum planned out the families meals
and needs in advance as the boat with fresh supplies
came once a fortnight, not always reliably as the weather
greatly effected deliveries, and the bulk stores came with
the repair ship every 6 months. Her mum made all the
clothes and would buy more fabric when they took annual
leave. They kept chickens, cows and goats and Judy said
when they moved to a different lighthouse they took the
cat and the chickens with them on the boat! She also
remembers the Booby birds always flying into the
lighthouse.
Judy was home schooled by her mother through a
correspondence school. She said she remembers getting
the white lighthouse paint and painting a coconut shell
and posting it to one of her correspondence teachers.
Booby Island was very isolated, but Judy says it was her
mum’s favourite lighthouse – she loved the independence
and isolation. Judy remembers the pearl luggers regularly
passing by the island. She also heard that the Torres
Strait Islanders believed that Booby Island was a place of
bad spirits and this is why so many ships got wrecked
there.
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Judy had another story about her father inflicting a leg wound on
himself when killing a goat on Dent Island. We found on his staff
card the sick leave given due to this injury – which we can see here.
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NAA: BP306/9, VOLUME 8 - Dent Island Lighthouse Station log books,
1955-58
I had read that women were not employed as lighthouse keepers but
that they often assisted their husbands and even took over duties if
their husband was sick or unable to work. This was confirmed to me by
Judy who said her mother Thelma Ross did lighthouse keeper duties
when her father couldn’t and that she was paid for this. Her mother’s
name also comes up in the list of lighthouse keepers in Stuart
Buchanan’s book ‘The Lighthouse Keepers’.

Sunday 7th Oct 1956
At 2pm Keeper Ross reported severely gashed left lower leg. Confined
to bed with…dressing.
Monday 8th Oct 1956
Permission received from Brisbane office for Mrs Ross to continue duty
as watchkeeper from the 8th.
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Wednesday 10th Oct 1956
Keeper Ross departed by stores launch for medical
attention in Mackay.
Mrs Ross keeping watch, midnight to 6:30am.
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NAA: BP306/5, VOLUME 6 - Booby Island - Lighthouse Station Log
Book, 1949-52
Thursday 7th Feb 1952, 4am – I was informed of the death of His
Majesty King George V. Flag hoisted to half mast, 7am…Painted
refrigerator at No 2 cottage.
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NAA: BP306/5, VOLUME 7 - Booby Island - Lighthouse Station Log
Book, 1952-55
SLQ: Governor Lavarack with Queen Elizabeth II, 1954 - in March
1954 Sir John Lavarack, Governor of Queensland, says good-bye to
The Queen on Thursday 18 March 1954, and escorts her to the Royal
Aeroplane at Eagle Farm Airport at the end of her Queensland
journey
Saturday 16th Oct 1954 – His Excellency Sir John Lavarack, Lady
Lavarack, Lieutenant Commander Tucker…ashore 9:30 to 11:45am.
Sir John Lavarack was Governor of Qld from 1946.

Judy said one time they heard that the Governor was going to visit
some lighthouses. All the wives wanted him to stop at their lighthouse,
but Judy’s mother Thelma was the opposite and didn’t want him to
visit their lighthouse – in the end the Governor actually chose their
lighthouse and they had to welcome the esteemed visitor. She
remembers her dad making the bread (and burning it!) and her mum
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baking cakes etc.
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NAA: BP306/5, VOLUME 7 - Booby Island - Lighthouse Station Log
Book, 1952-55
Same week as the Governor’s visit –
Tues 19th Oct 1954 – light stopped 8:45pm – Lighthouse Keeper
Mitchell asleep on duty.
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NAA: BP306/5, VOLUME 7 - Booby Island - Lighthouse
Station Log Book, 1952-55
Thursday 28th/Friday 29th October 1954
Mitchell packing effects.
Monday 1st Nov 1954
Mitchell packing effects. Mitchell asleep on watch, light
stopped 9:05pm.
Thursday 4th Nov 1954
Mail stores arrived. Departed 2pm with mail, lightkeeper
Mitchell and effects for Thursday Island.
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NAA: BP306/4, VOLUME 2 - Daily shipping log - Dent Island
Lighthouse Station, 1955-58
Christmas day 25th Dec, 7am – vessel ‘Marnunda’ – stopped and
presented gifts to lighthouse.
Judy said her father was a chatty type of person and would
communicate to passing vessels using flags and morse code. He
built up a relationship with regular passing ship’s captains.
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NAA: A13977, 751 - Cabinet Submission 751 - Lighthouses - do we keep the
keepers' - Decisions 3396/INF and 3417
By the 1930s, as technology developed, automatic lights were used in
increasing numbers. Furthermore, after the Second World War,
lighthouses decreased in importance as ships became increasingly
dependent on electronic navigational equipment. Other forms of
technology, including wind power and solar power, also impacted on
the numbers of keepers employed.
By the 1980s, the role of lighthouses had altered significantly. While
they were once vital beacons, their role had become increasingly
symbolic.
In 1980 the Government announced it plans to start winding down
manned lighthouses. Eight lighthouses were to be demanned.
After a great public outcry the Minister for Transport announced an
inquiry and in the same year a report Do we keep the keepers was
published. This recommended that 33 of the 41 lighthouses in Australia
should remain manned, but this should mean only having a caretaker
around after the lights had been automated.
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The last manned operational lighthouse in Australia was
Maatsuyker Island lighthouse off the coast of Tasmania
which was deactivated in 1995. Low Isles light was
manned until 1993 and I think may have been the last one
manned in Qld.
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The importance of lighthouses to Qld’s heritage has been recognised,
with many of Qld’s lighthouses being listed on the state’s heritage
register.
The Australian Maritime Safety Authority has transferred all
Commonwealth lightstation properties to the States. The AMSA leases
the towers back from the individual States to manage the navigational
lights, while the States manage the buildings and parklands.
The Queensland Maritime Museum is a great place to visit for lighthouse
artifacts and history.
QLD Heritage Register:
1.Booby Island Lightstation
2.Bustard Head Lightstation
3.Caloundra Lighthouse
4.Cape Capricorn Lightstation
5.Cape Cleveland Lightstation
6.Cape Moreton Lightstation
7.Cleveland Lighthouse
8.Double Island Point Lightstation
9.Grassy Hill Lighthouse, Cooktown
10.Little Sea Hill Lighthouse, Curtis Island
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11. Sandy Cape Lightstation
12.Woody Island Lighthouses, Hervey Bay
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